Position Overview

MBA Summer Associate

The MBA Summer Associate will work on a combination of high priority projects including:
Investing with Integrated Capital. Using a mix of debt, equity, guarantees, and grants to support the
growth and impact of social enterprises, the associate will gain direct investing experience through due
diligence, structuring, and capital deployment that best suits the long-term needs of entrepreneurs.
Competitive Analysis. The associate will map the evolving impact investing and social finance
marketplaces to more clearly differentiate RSF, and advance the following priorities:
New Product Development. S/he will analyze demand from investors and social enterprises to
define new offerings that fill gaps and expand upon RSF’s core strengths.
Asset Management. S/he will contribute to the development of a version 3.0 of investment
strategy for RSF’s philanthropic capital.
Co-investment Partnerships. S/he will identify deeply aligned investors, lenders, and donors that
complement RSF’s Integrated Capital offerings. The associate will also cultivate relationships
that result in sourcing new social enterprise clients and a co-investment community.
Long-term career opportunities exist at RSF as well as with clients in our loan portfolio, investors,
donors, and community partners whom the summer associate will get to work alongside.
For a glimpse into the experience, read this blog post by a former MBA summer intern/associate.
Ideal Candidate
S/he will have a minimum of 3-to-5 years of full-time work experience and enrolled as an MBA student.
Other desired characteristics include:
•
•
•

Proven commitment to social change through innovation, investment, and entrepreneurship
through work with social enterprises, be it as a funder, manager, or board member.
Demonstrated analytical rigor and strategic thinking, as evidenced by experience in
management consulting, investment banking, corporate strategy, or direct investment.
Collaborative team player and creative thinker.

How to Apply
To apply, e-mail your resume and a cover letter to MBAsummerassociate@rsfsocialfinance.org. Please
title your email subject line with your name and school name, (e.g. “Susie Lee – Wharton”). Candidates
should combine their resume and cover letter into one PDF file labeled “First Name_Last Name_RSF
Associateship Application” Please do not call us regarding this position. We will review applications on a
rolling basis until we fill this position.
RSF Social Finance is an equal opportunity employer; candidates
representing a diversity of backgrounds are encouraged to apply.

